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This book is an interdisciplinary analysis of the scientific, economic, political and legal foundations of the water pollution policy currently being pursued in the United States. Through an intensive analysis of a concrete case that exemplifies the failings of the present national program, the authors show how policy makers have been led to fight the wrong war against environmental degradation—a war that will cost billions of dollars, yet generate meager results. The focus of the inquiry is the decision of a model regional agency—the Delaware River Basin Commission—to embark upon a seemingly ambitious program to 'clean up' the highly polluted Delaware Estuary flowing by Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.


10. no entry.


A tremendous study, as shown in the detail of this folio issued as an appendix to the summary report.


"Daniel Kozlovsky presents the roots of a new philosophical system, a view of man and his meaning and his relationship with the rest of the living world, roots that exist in the knowledge that biologists have carefully acquired in the last century. These essays are an outline of an ecological and evolutionary ethic, a philosophical perspective that will maintain us within an acceptable human ecology. These notes may be considered as an effort toward a responsive animality.

This book explores the possibilities for the development of an alternative philosophy, behavior, and life-style designed to bring us into a beautiful, meaningful, and responsible equilibrium relationship with a sustaining earth."


"Noting the difficulty of defining environmental, a term whose meaning varies in different countries and whose scope widens daily, Lundqvist attempts a definition of environmental policy limited to the relationship between man and the natural environment. The policies of Canada, Sweden, and the U.S. are compared in the areas of policy development, initiatory influences, concrete steps taken, and public attitudes on environmental issues."


"This is a book on water law designed to educate lawyers who may need knowledge of how water resources are handled in the modern world, whether as advocate or counsel, administrators or policy makers. Broader issues of policy are not slighted; the book is not merely a set of property rules. The need for reform of water law, eastern and western is emphasized throughout, as are factors that should influence that reform.


"Topophilia is the affective bond between people and place or setting."


106. U.S. - Environmental Protection Agency - Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards. Interagency cooperation in comprehensive urban planning and air quality maintenance; a study conducted by the research staffs of Argonne National Laboratory, Energy and Environmental Division and American Society of Planning Officials. Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, 1974.
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